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Safe Winter Operations for Snowplow Operators
PURPOSE
As a professional snowplow operator, safety should be your #1 priority. You need to
constantly think safe and act safely so that you will be safe. You know the importance of
knowing your job, and the hazards associated with it. You are out in that winter storm
because the roads are unsafe for driving. You are the one that is making the roads safe
for all the motorists who need to get to work or carry out essential emergency operations
or just need to continue on their life’s journey.
The Department is responsible for providing a safe work environment for its employees.
To promote safety during snowplow operations, this policy has been developed to
promote safety awareness while operating snowplows.
SCOPE
This guideline is for all department members and employees that operate and maintain
snowplows.
GUIDELINE
Train for Winter Operations
A well-trained snowplow operator will be a safe snowplow operator. Training is essential
for the safe and proper handling of materials, maintenance of equipment, and operation
of equipment. You may already know how to drive a truck, but new snowplow operators
will benefit from practicing with a plow and a loaded spreader.
Drive Safely
Drive defensively, obey traffic laws, do not speed, and maintain an adequate stopping
distance. The extra size and weight of your vehicle and the road conditions will
necessitate a substantially greater stopping distance than you normally need. Fatigue is
a big safety factor. Long hours of plowing and spreading can be exhausting. Know your
limitations – your sleep needs may differ from your co-workers. Supervisors should
recognize that all individuals are different and encourage snowplow operators to meet
personal sleep requirements. Cooperation between snowplow operators and supervisors
is essential to meet this safety need.
Know Your Route
“Dry runs” can be a valuable safety practice. Run your routes just before winter and take
notice of what has changed since last winter. Make notes of locations with new
obstacles, such as drainage, utilities, guardrails, curbs, medians, etc. If possible, mark
these locations so you can recognize them when they are covered with snow.
Remember to always check for overhead hazards such as low hanging wires or tree limbs.
“Wet runs” are even better than “dry runs”. Running your route in the rain makes it easier
to spot drainage problems and ponding. These locations are likely to be icy in winter
weather.
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Material Safety
Handling abrasives, salt, and other chemicals need not be hazardous. Know what you
are handling and follow the common-sense requirements for personal protection. Refer
to the Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for each of the products you use. Become familiar with
precautions for each material, including the use, handling, personal protective
equipment, and emergency procedures in case of exposure or spill.
Crew Equipment
Adequate sleep, multi-layered clothing, hardhat with liner, safety vest, safety shoes,
boots, gloves, and first-aid kit equip the snowplow operator with a good start. Thermoses
and lunch boxes – filled with nutritional food - provide comfort for a long shift away from
convenient pit stops.
Vehicle Equipment
Every vehicle should be equipped with a flashlight and extra batteries, ice scraper/snow
brush, flares or reflectors, and a fire extinguisher. Check to make sure vehicles are
operational before the season begins. Specific items to check include: lights, back-up
alarm, plow flags, warning signs, radio communications, windows, mirrors, fluid levels, tire
tread and inflation, brakes, windshield wipers and wiper blades, heater, and defroster.
Operations Safety
Know your truck and equipment. Perform safety checks pre-trip and daily. With a full fuel
tank and a final walk-around, your last safety practice before driving off is to buckle up.
The use of your safety belt should become a habit, a natural action before turning the
key in the ignition. Know your safe backing rules. Do the circle of safety, back slowly, back
straight, and use an outside guide if possible. If you are spreading material and running
with your truck bed up, the bottom of the truck bed should not be higher than the top of
the cab. Watch for overhead wires and tree limbs. When working on or unclogging a
spreader, make sure your engine and all power to the spreader are turned off. Also,
relieve all pressure in the hydraulics and then use a tool to unclog. Even though all power
is off, the reserve pressure in the hydraulic lines can still turn the augur as it is freed.

Winter Slip/Trip/Fall Prevention
PURPOSE
The Public Works Department is responsible for providing a safe work environment for its
employees. To reduce slip/trip/fall injuries, the Public Works Department is implementing
this Winter Slip, Trip, and Fall Prevention policy. This policy has been developed to
minimize injury, illness, or death associated with slip, trip, and fall-related incidents due to
snow and ice.
SCOPE
This guideline is for all public work department members and employees that are at risk
of slip/trip/falls due to slippery conditions due to ice and/or snow.
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GUIDELINE
1.

Public works members and employees will wear add-on anti-slip shoe/boot
attachments to provide additional traction during slippery conditions due to ice
and/or snow. Below are examples of working scenarios where anti-slip shoe/boot
attachments are required:
•
On roadway or roadside work activities in which slippery conditions exist
due to ice and/or snow, public work department members shall wear addon anti-slip boot attachments (i.e. Yaktrax).
•
When public works department members are engaged in snow removal
activities such as snow plowing, shoveling, snow blowing, and manual ice
melting/salt spreading.
•
When public works members and employees are performing any workrelated errands or duties that require walking on slippery roads or sidewalks
and snow or ice is present.

2.

The public works department shall conduct annual footwear inspection before
the winter season to ensure there is an adequate tread for grip on slippery
surfaces. If an area of the tread is worn smooth or the tread design is not visible,
then the need to replace the footwear becomes urgent, as the footwear is not
providing the slip protection it was purchased for. If there is any question that the
footwear can no longer do what it was intended to do, then it should be replaced
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Snowplow Operations Safety Checklist
Crew Safety
 Adequate Sleep/Rest
 Personal Protective Equipment
 Multi-layered Warm Clothing
 Hardhat with liner
 Safety Vest
 Safety Shoes
 Boots
 Gloves
 First-Aid Kit
 Flashlight with Extra Batteries
Material Safety
 Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDS)
Vehicle and Equipment Safety
 Preventive Maintenance
 Daily Check/Pre-Trip Inspection
 Fluid Levels
 Tire Tread and Inflation
 Brakes
 Heater
 Defroster
 Windshield Wipers & Wiper Blades

Ice Scraper / Snow Brush
Jumper Cables
Basic Tool Kit
Flares or Reflectors
Flags (Traffic control)
Shovel and Traction Material
(sand)
 Fire Extinguisher – check the
pressure
 Thermos and Lunchbox







 Emergency Procedures








Clean Windows and Mirrors
Lights
Backup Alarm
Plow Flags
Warning Signs on Rear of Truck
Radio Communications
Full Fuel Tank

Operations Safety
 Safety Belt
 Defensive Driving
 Obey Traffic Laws
 Do Not Speed
 Safe Backing Circle-of-Safety
 Allow Sufficient Stopping Distance
 Dump Bed no higher than Cab
Top when moving
 Block Plow before Changing
Blade
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Safe Winter Guidelines for Snowplow Operators
It is almost plowing season and time to think about what it takes to be safe while getting
your job done. Driving a snowplow is hard work. It requires driving for long hours in
conditions that many other drivers consider too risky for travel. While you are concerned
with providing safe and clear travel for motorists, you must not overlook your safety.
Here are a few tips to make snow plowing safer:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start work physically and mentally rested and properly clothed.
Check all equipment before each use. Inspect the lights, brakes, windshield wipers,
defroster, plow bolts and chains, spreader and auger, flares, and other safety
equipment.
Know your route. Perform pre-storm route inspection observing landmarks and the
locations of possible hazards (guardrails, curbs, railroad tracks, bridge joints,
mailboxes, manhole covers, etc.) which may be hidden by falling or plowed snow.
Choose the speed appropriate for conditions. Resist the urge to get the job done in
a hurry.
Be considerate of motorists having trouble driving in the snow.
Be brief when using the radio. Report stranded motorists
Observe all traffic laws and signal your intentions. Always wear your seat belt.
Before leaving the cab set the brakes and disengage the power to the spreader
and snowplow.
Watch for signs of fatigue. Staring for hours at the driving snow can have a
hypnotizing effect on drivers. The long hours and stress can take their toll as well. If
you feel the onset of fatigue, take a short break – get out and walk around the truck
and take some deep breaths.

Level of Service
The level of service is how the Public Works Department defines the pavement condition
of our streets during and after a Snow and Ice event. No two storms are alike. Our goal is
to provide our transportation system with the best quality of roadways to make traveling
as safe as possible during an actual event. After the last snowflake has fallen, we are
expecting that in 12 hours our streets will be plowed curb-to-curb with the proper salt and
pre-wet liquids applied. Some streets will take longer to melt due to factors such as traffic
and pavement temperature.
During extremely cold temperatures (polar vortex) when pavement temperatures are
below 15 degrees, liquids or salt will not work in the melting process. Only during these
extreme circumstances will sand be applied (as a last resort) to help with the traction of
vehicles. Sand will not affect the melting of snow or ice. If sand is used, Village crews will
need to clean up/sweep the sand and becomes a nuisance on our stormwater system.

Roadway Descriptions – Response Levels
Our transportation system will be plowed in the following order:
•
1st Arterial
•
2nd Collectors
•
3rd Local thru Roads
•
4th Dead-end and Cul-de-Sacs
Bare pavement - Arterial
•
Roadways identified as Arterial shall have been plowed curb to curb and have bare
pavement between 4 and 8 hours after the snow stops falling.
Wheel Location Bare Pavement - Collector
•
Roadways identified as Collector will be plowed curb to curb and to have bare
pavement in the wheel lanes, slushy snow outside the wheel lanes and slushy snow
on medians between 6 to 10 hours after the snow stops falling.
Slushy Roads – Local Roads
•
Local roads will be plowed curb to curb and may have slushy drive lanes and light
snow on curb lanes within 12 hours of the end of snowfall. This includes dead-end
streets as well as a cul-de-sac.

Anti-Icing
Anti-Icing is a method of pre-spraying pavement to prevent the initial bond of snow or ice
to the roadway. There are many benefits to performing anti-icing. It has the potential to
adhere to the pavement between 5-7 days (if not washed off.) This gives the Operators
time to respond before ice or snow can bond to the pavement. In the event of light snow,
ice, or frost, this practice could potentially eliminate the need for crews to respond. AntiIcing is also cost-effective and environmentally conscious.
The supervisor of Streets and Forestry or a crew leader will determine if an anti-icing
application is necessary. The chemical compound depends on the current and future
pavement temperatures.
Blended chemicals that consist of salt brine and a
carbohydrate/chloride mix can be blended into ratios such as 70/30, 80/20, or even 50/50

during very cold pavement temperatures. The Operations Superintendent or a crew
leader will determine the chemical blend before each event. Anti-Icing efforts will be
applied during normal business hours (if possible.)
Anti-Icing Vehicles:
•
•

•

Truck #255 - Tandem axle truck with a 1,200-gallon applicator (for roadways
identified in the Anti-Ice Routes.)
Truck #214 - 1 Ton Truck with a 500-gallon applicator. (For Village owned facilities;
Village Hall Commuter Lot, Police Department, Public Works, Edge/John St Lots, and
Redmond Lot.) Truck #214 will also anti-ice Hawthorne, Ridgewood, and Donna
Lane
Truck #251 – Single axel truck with a 1065-gallon applicator (added in 2018)

Anti-Icing Standard Operating Procedure:
When anti-icing, trucks #255 & #251 will change out the material spreader and install the
Anti-Ice applicator. Once filled with the blended mix, the Operator will drive the Anti-Ice
route and apply the liquid to the designated streets at a predetermined rate of either 30
or 40 gallons per lane mile. The Anti-Ice applicator in truck #214 (1-500 gallon applicator)
will apply the liquid blend to all municipal parking lots at either 30 or 40 gallons per mile.
When to Anti-Ice? Anti-Icing Flow Chart (Exhibit A)

Salting & Pre-Wetting

Salting operation is a prelude to snow plowing. This can be a standalone procedure for
small snow events or in combination with snow plowing. Each of Bensenville’s five (5) front
line route trucks is equipped with an electronic spreader control, V-Box material spreader,
and saddle tank at least 200-gallon capacity. The Operations Superintendent or a crew
leader will contact the Operators for a salting event.

Salting & Pre-Wetting Standard Operating Procedure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Formal meetings will be conducted before each event to discuss guidelines and
expectations.
Each Operator must thoroughly conduct a pre-trip inspection of their vehicle.
Document any deficiencies. Separate forms will be available.
Front Line Salt Trucks to be filled to the top of the grates but not overflowing with
bulk road salt.
Liquid tanks to be filled with predetermined concertation of liquids.
Each truck will be properly pre-set to the predetermined settings established by the
Supervisor of Streets and Forestry or a crew leader.
Route “0” (The Gauntlet) will be completed first (with at least 3 trucks, 4 preferably.)
After route “0” is completed, each truck will continue to their assigned routes
Primary roads will be completed first, followed by the secondaries.
Once completed, the Operator shall assist other Operators (if necessary.)

•

Once the operation/event has concluded or at the change of shifts, the Operator
will fill out the end of shift log and place the form into Snow & Ice folder in Street
Crew Chief’s (TBD) mailbox (front area.) A separate form is available.

Plowing
Plowing starts once snowfall amounts reach approximately one (1) inch or more. This
proactive approach allows snow and ice to be removed from the roadways instead of
utilizing melting practices (which can be slower and costlier.) As we plow, minimal amounts
of materials are applied to prevent the bonding, making it easier for the plows to scrape
down to the bare pavement.

Plowing Standard Operating Procedure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operations Superintendent or a crew leader will determine if or when FULL plow
operation is needed.
Formal meeting/briefing will be conducted when all Operators are present to
discuss guidelines and expectations.
Each Operator must thoroughly conduct a pre-trip inspection of their vehicle.
Document any deficiencies. A separate form is available.
Front Line Salt Trucks to be filled to the top of the grates but not overflowing with
bulk road salt.
Liquid tanks to be filled with predetermined concertation of liquids.
Each truck will be properly preset to the predetermined settings established by the
Operations Superintendent or a crew leader.
Route “0” (The Gauntlet) will be completed first (with at least 4 trucks, 5 preferably.)
After route “0” is completed, each truck will continue to their assigned routes
Primary roads will be completed first, followed by the secondaries.
Once completed, the Operator shall assist other Operators (if necessary.)
After the end of shift or end of the event, Operators shall refuel and reload their
vehicles with salt if another event is anticipated within 24 hours.
Once the operation/event has concluded or at the change of shifts, the Operator
will fill out the end of shift log and place the form into Snow & Ice folder in Street
Crew Chief’s (TBD) mailbox (front area.) A separate form is available.
Supervisor of Streets and Forestry or a crew leader are responsible to collect and
erase all storm totals from the trucks.
Additional Information:
Operators should not plow over freshly applied salt.
Lunch, dinner, and breaks will be discussed during the briefing.

Sidewalk Plowing
Sidewalk plowing starts at three (3) or more inches of snow. The sidewalks include primary,
secondary and sub-secondary routes. The small Bobcat has two pieces of equipment that
can be used to remove the snow from sidewalks. The primary attachment is the reversible
rubber blade plow or the snowblower attachment. THE SNOWBLOWER ATTACHMENT IS
NOT TO BE USED ON ANY STAMPED CONCRETE SIDEWALKS.

Town Center Snow Removal
Stamped Concrete Sidewalk Snow Removal is to be done by the Facilities crew. If the snow
piles up, the Operations will haul it out. This is typically done at night or very early in the
morning to avoid hindrance to the traffic. Hauling of the snow is performed by the Street &
Forestry Division if available and no snow in the forecast.

Other Methods
Pre-Wetting Methods
Pre-wetting is an application of liquids directly to the rock salt as its being spread to the
roadway. Rock salt is ineffective as a solid and it only becomes effective when it turns into
a solution (salt brine.) By applying this salt brine solution directly to the rock salt, the melting
process begins immediately. Pre-wetting also reduces the scatter level off roads, keeping
most of the solution in the center.
The Village has five (5) front line trucks capable of the pre-wetting process. Each front line
route truck is equipped with an electronic spreader control, V-Box material spreader, and
saddle tanks at least 200-gallon capacity.
Because the Village of Bensenville is committed to chloride reduction, the pre-wetting
process reduces rock salt usage, meaningless chloride in our water resources.
De-Icing Methods
Deicing is a method of spraying chemicals on snow-packed roadways. The direct
application of blended liquids on the packed snow/ice helps break down the snow or ice
pack and turn it to slush. This allows Operators to re-plow the area to remove any slush and
then reapply deicing chemicals until bare pavement is achieved.

Shift Rotation
Beginning Monday, the first full week of November (November 8, 2021) the Snow and Ice
shifts will commence and continue for 25 (twenty-five) weeks until April 30, 2022. It will be
the responsibility of the Supervisor of Streets and Forestry to post the shifts at a minimum of
10 days before the start of the rotations.
Shift Assignments will be based on a 12-hour rotation during an actual event. The shifts will
be split up and alternate between days and nights each week. Orange and Blue colors
will represent the shifts. Day shifts will be from 7:00 am – 7:00 pm and night shifts will be from
7:00 pm – 7:00 am. A separate calendar for shift rotation is available.
Each staff member designated on a particular shift will make him or herself available during
the shift. If the employee is sick or has a family emergency, it is the responsibility of the
employee to make a crew leader aware with as much notice as possible. The Assistant
Director or a crew leader will be responsible for filling in that shift with a substitute. If the
employee cannot cover their shift for personal reasons then it is their responsibility to find
coverage before an event, and fill out the appropriate shift change form. This form must
be submitted to the Supervisor (or a crew leader) for approval at least 12 hours in advance

or by the end of the workday on Fridays before the weekend. If granted, the Assistant
Director or a crew leader will make the official change.
As with many snow or ice predictions, they are not perfect. It will be the choice of the
Supervisor of Streets and Forestry or a crew leader to call in one shift or the other within a
2-hour window in either direction based on current conditions. At the end of a storm, if the
crew currently working can finish the operations within the 2–hour window, then they will
remain to finish. So plan accordingly.
Lunch & Breaks:
Illinois law requires employers to permit employees who are to work 7½ continuous hours or
more to take a meal period of at least 20 minutes. The meal period may be unpaid and it
must be given to an employee no later than 5 hours after beginning work. 820 ILCS 140/3.
Moreover, an employer must permit employees to take at least a twenty (20) minute meal
period for each continuous 7½ hours they work. IL Admin. Code Title 56, Â§ 220.800 For
example, if an employee is scheduled to work fifteen (15) hours in one continuous shift, the
employer would be required to permit the employee to take two twenty (20) minute
breaks. Visit https://www.ilga.gov/ for more information.
AFSCME Local 1167 Agreement, page 6-7, Section 5.6 titled Meal Periods states the
following:
All full-time employees shall be granted a minimum of thirty (30) minutes
unpaid meal period during each regular work shift, with the following two
exceptions: (1) full-time Village Hall employees shall be granted a minimum of
forty-five (45) minutes unpaid meal period during each regular work shift; and
(2) full-time Dial-A-Bus drivers and dispatchers shall be granted a minimum of
thirty (30) minutes paid meal period during each regular work shift. This meal
period shall be taken at a time approved in advance by an employee's
immediate supervisor who is not a member of the bargaining unit. Time
granted for meal periods shall include any travel time utilized by the employee
during the meal period. When appropriate, the meal period shall be
scheduled at the middle of each shift or regular workday. Employees may be
required to punch a time clock in and out for meal periods.
Subject to the foregoing conditions, the Employer shall provide an unpaid
one-half (1/2) hour meal period to any employee who is requested or required
to, and does, work four (4) hours beyond his regular quitting time. The
employee shall be furnished additional unpaid meal periods of one-half (1/2)
hour each every eight (8) hours thereafter while he continues to work. In all
instances, the employee will buy the meal.

Per the Illinois Labor Law and AFSCME contract, employees will be required a thirty (30)
minute unpaid meal break.

Equipment
VEH. #

YEAR

MAKE

MODEL

PLOW

210
211
212
214
218
219
221
222
240
241
242
244
251
252
253
254
255
257
259
260
261
270
271
804
812
813
814
815
957

2016
2008
2008
2012
2008
2008
2014
2003
2005
2008
2008
2008
2017
2003
2009
2003
2016
2001
2009
2000
2020
2019
2011
2011
2012
2012
2014
2014
2020

FORD
FORD
FORD
FORD
FORD
FORD
FORD
FORD
FORD
FORD
FORD
FORD
PETERBILT
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
PETERBILT
FREIGHT LINER
INTERNATIONAL
CASE
JOHN DEERE
262D CATERPILLAR
50" BOBCAT
HASQVARNA
TORO
TORO
TORO
TORO
ARIENS

F-250
F-250
F-250
F-450
F-250
F-250
F-250
F-250
F-250
F-550
F-550
F-550
348
DT530
7400
DT466
348
FL80
7400
721C
544L
773T
S100
1130STE
3000E
POWER CLEAR 621
POWER MAX 928
POWER THROWER 824
POWER BRUSH 36

7 1/2 WESTERN
8' WESTERN
8' WESTERN
ANTI-ICING TANK
8' WESTERN
8' WESTERN
8' WESTERN
7 1/2 WESTERN
9' BOSS
9' WESTERN
9' WESTERN
9' WESTERN
11' HENDERSON (anti-ice tank)
12' MONROE
11' MONROE
11' MONROE
12' HENDERSON (anti-ice tank)
11' MONROE
11' MONROE
12' MONROE
BUCKET (LOADING SALT)
SIDEWALK SNOW REMOVAL
SIDEWALK SNOW REMOVAL
SNOW BLOWER
SNOW BLOWER
SNOW BLOWER
SNOW BLOWER
SNOW BLOWER
SNOW BRUSH

Equipment Calibration
Equipment calibration is the method to validate the accuracy of the material and liquid
dispensing equipment. This is a crucial step to accurately measure and eliminate
unnecessary rock salt and liquid applications thus contributing to Bensenville’s efforts in
chloride reduction in water resources.
Equipment Calibration improves operational efficiencies, provides accurate usage data
of materials and Operator accountability. Each vehicle equipped with a material spreader
and/or liquid dispensing unit will be calibrated at least once before the winter season. If
time allows, the equipment can be re-calibrated to verify its accuracy. Any hydraulic
repairs performed that take the vehicle out of service will require re-calibration before
being placed back into service.
The calibration form is available separately. It must be filled out and turned in to Assistant
Director-Operations. Calibration form must be filed and readily available to document and
report to appropriate agencies.
Equipment Calibration Form (Exhibit B)

COVID-19 PROCEDURE
We live in an unprecedented time. The snow and ice operations will have to be fluid. The
primary focus is to continue to provide safe roads to the public. Immediate emphasis will
be (five) 5 main Plow Routes, followed by secondaries, and parking lots/sidewalks as
applicable.
Should we be forced to alter shifts, we shall do so in a manner that is fair and safe for the
employees. All vehicles will need to be disinfected prior to and after each shift.
In the event the Village is not in a position to utilize its staff safely, the Village may elect to
either contract the Operations or request Mutual Aid from another municipality.
Likewise, the Village should be prepared to provide Mutual Aid to other municipalities if
and when possible.
All previous COVID-19 policies and procedures will be in effect during snow and ice
operations.

Exhibit A: Anti-Ice Flow Chart

Exhibit B: (Equipment Calibration Chart)

Exhibit C: (Snow Shift Change Request)

Exhibit D: (Event Log & Tracking)

Exhibit E: End of Shift Log
This form is available separately

The full form is available in the main snow book

Maps
Snow & Ice Report Full Form
Shift Schedule

